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NT:5506 
chiliarchos (khil-ee'-ar-khos); from NT:5507 and NT:757; the 
commander of a thousand soldiers ("chiliarch"); i.e. colonel:
KJV - (chief, high) captain.

NT:5507
chilioi (khil'-ee-oy); plural of uncertain affinity; a thousand:
KJV - thousand.

NT:757
archo (ar'-kho); a primary verb; to be first (in political rank or power):
KJV - reign (rule) over.

Chief Captain



NT:1543
hekatontarches (hek-at-on-tar'-khace); or hekatontarchos (hek-at-on'-
tar-khos); from NT:1540 and NT:757; the captain of one hundred men:
KJV - centurion.

NT:1540
hekaton (hek-at-on'); of uncertain affinity; a hundred:
KJV - hundred.

NT:757
archo (ar'-kho); a primary verb; to be first (in political rank or power):
KJV - reign (rule) over.

Centurion



NT:4757
stratiotes (strat-ee-o'-tace); from NT:4756; a camper-out, i.e. a 
(common) warrior (literally or figuratively):

KJV - soldier.

NT:4756 
stratia (strat-ee'-ah) a derivative of stratos (an army; as encamped); 
camp-likeness, i.e. an army, i.e. (figuratively) the angels, the celestial 
luminaries:

KJV - host.

Soldier



Chief 
Captain



Paul Rescued 



















Paul’s 1st Defense 



No Mean City 

Metropolis – 
Atonomas 



Paul’s 1st Defense 





Flagellum Mastix 



A Citizen? 



Diptych 



NT:4892 Sunedrion (soon-ed'-ree-on); compound of NT:4862 and 
the base of NT:1476; a joint session, i.e. (specifically) the Jewish 
Sanhedrin; by analogy, a subordinate tribunal:
KJV - council.

NT:4862 Sun (soon); a primary preposition denoting union; with or 
together, i.e. by association, companionship, process, 
resemblance, possession, instrumentality, addition, etc.:
KJV - beside, with

NT:1476  Hedraios (hed-rah'-yos); from a derivative of hezomai (to 
sit); sedentary, i.e. (by implication) immovable:
KJV - settled, stedfast

Council



Next Week:

“To the Council” 
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